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Lundhags material guide – striving to become truly environmental friendly

Organic Cotton  

There are several important differences 
between traditionally and organically grown 
cotton. Growing organic cotton uses less water, 
eliminates hazardous pesticides and the use 
of manufactured fertilisers, protecting not only 
the farmers handling the cotton as well as your 
skin when wearing the final garment. organic 
cotton is not genetically modified. We use 100% 
organic cotton in our main fabric Lundhags 
Polyester Cotton Mix. 

Recycled Material  

We believe in using recycled mate-
rial when possible. For instance, 
we use 100% recycled polyester in 
our LPC material and 90% recycled 
polyamide in our LN-Stretch.

Mulesing Free Merino  

All Merino wool used in 
Lundhags are mulesing 
free.

Fluorocarbon Free  

Today the complete range 
is free from fluorocarbons, 
including any DWR treatment. 
Most of the Lundhags range 
has been fluorocarbon free 
for a long time. In 2014 we 
launched our fluorocarbon free 
hard-shells. 

Our mission is to empower and inspire people to live 

a sustainable life. We do that through our products, 

services like reparation, our ambassadors, our 

communication and events. 

LONG HISTORY OF ALL-YEAR TREKKING

Lundhags was founded in 1932 by the shoemaker 

Jonas Lundhag. He started out making boots that he 

peddled to local outdoorsmen in Jämtland, Sweden. 

Lundhags boots soon became synonymous with 

comfort, functionality and quality. We still remain 

true to the same guiding principles. Each Lundhags 

product stems from a passion for fostering the 

tradition of manufacturing quality products for the 

Nordic outdoors. This is why, 87 years on, Lundhags 

is still an icon.

Our heritage is essential and together with our 

values; authentic, nordic, sustainable and functional 

this creates a foundation to build a solid and strong 

brand. 

SUSTAINABLITY  – A PART OF OUR DNA

From the very beginning Jonas Lundhag had a vision 

of making boots that lasted a life-time. This is still 

our vision – we want to be your life-long companion, 

on the trails. Simply put, products that you can and 

want to use for a long time. We also try, as much 

as possible, to manufacture products that can be 

repaired. In our opinion, this is the real definition of 

sustainability.

To live a sustainable life is also about well-bee-

ing, to choose an activehealthy life in the nature. 

Breathing fresh air, explore the outdoors, experience 

the nature –  finding peace of mind.

welcome to 
lundhags

Through outdoor activities we empower 

and inspire people to live a sustainable life.
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PRODUCTS THAT LAST OVER TIME

Sustainability has been a natural part of the 

Lundhags DNA since our beginnings 86 years ago. 

Lundhags develops and sells functional products 

with a long life, a high level of repairability, and with 

materials of the highest quality. We strive to mini-

mise the negative effects of our business. The most 

important is to manufacture products that our user 

can and want to have for a long time.

MATERIAL

The choice of material in our products is important 

from several aspects. The material must partly fulfil 

its function for the product to have a reason to exist, 

but the material should also have the least environ-

mental impact – presently, these two parameters 

are almost always at opposite ends. The aim is for 

all of our materials to not have any negative envi-

ronmental effects. It will take a long time and much 

hard work and focus to get there. We cannot reach 

this goal without our suppliers. Good relationships 

with our subcontractors are a must for us to succeed 

in issues of sustainability.

ASSORTMENT

Lundhags assortment should have a clear focus, 

each product should fulfil its purpose and preferably 

have a broad area of usage. We work with a high 

level of carry-over products, creating an assurance 

throughout all segments. Our production is propor-

tionately evenly distributed throughout the year, 

creating a more even balance on our suppliers and 

more regular transports.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Now we introduce the entire collection for 2020 at 

the same time, instead of on two separate occa-

sions. We give ourselves more time to develop the 

products and test them in an entirely different way 

than what we usually do. We can release products 

that are completely developed and ready for intro-

duction. The goal is for each new product to be a 

future classic. By presenting the entire collection 

on one and the same occasion, instead of working 

with two or four seasons, we reduce the number of 

meetings, the number of travels and the number of 

sales samples.

sustainable in every way
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materials
LPC is our own versatile material, a recycled and 
organic blend. Our LPC material composition 
is 65% certified, recycled polyester, and 35% 
organic cotton from Turkey.

LPC provides good air circulation and ventilation, 

as well as an optimized microclimate between the 

different layers. Breathability, flexibility, windproof-

ness, durability, strength and UV protection, combined 

with the tight weave of the fabric, form an unbeatable 

combination for an active outdoor lifestyle.

We have concluded that the properties of LPC work 

best when impregnated. The LPC material and the 

impregnation are free from fluorocarbons. Re-impreg-

nating, without heat or complicated procedures, can 

easily be performed in your own washing machine.

Toko Eco Bionic Finish is also very durable: the 

impregnation retains the same function over an 

extended period, even after intensive usage and 

numerous washings. There are several categories, 

which all have different functions in focus: 

LPC 155 RM/OC (WAX)

The most lightweight and supple variant of LPC. This 

fabric also exists with a waxed finish for enhanced 

weather protection and a more rugged feel.

Content: 65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton – 

organic.  

Weight: 155 g/m² 

LPC 181 RM/OC

Plain LPC combined with mechanical stretch for 

additional comfort.

Content: (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton – 

organic).

Weight: 181 g/m²

LPC 205 RM/OC

The fabric works well in light rain and is fast drying 

if wet due to heavy rain. Tightly woven twisted yarn 

in warp and weft is wind resistant and makes the 

material more durable. Good UV protection. This fabric 

also exists in a waxed finish for enhanced weather 

protection and a more rugged feel.

Content: 65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton – 

organic. 

Weight: 205 g/m²

Lundhags insulation program Viik provides 
warmth and protection all seasons. Choose 
from lightweight and packable pieces, perfect 
for layering to more insulated options to keep 
you warm on colder days or while having a rest. 
All made in recycled fabrics in subtle clean 
design. 

FABRICS AND BENEFITS

We continue to use the same lightweight yet durable, 

wind resistant recycled Polyester Ripstop through-

out the range. It comes with a PFC-free DWR, which 

helps repel water and dirt.

The PrimaLoft padding is incredibly soft, 

lightweight and breathable with excellent water 

repellency, allowing the user to remain dry, warm 

and comfortable even during the most extreme 

conditions. It is mainly made of recycled fibres from 

post-consumer materials.

 We use and mix a broad range of padding weights 

to provide the optimum garments for all-year round 

usage.

Recycled, recyclable, fluorocarbon free and Blue-

sign® approved

Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC)

Lundhags insulation
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SOLID stretch hybrid stretch

Model Field Ramse Mantjeh Traverse II Avhu II Tausa WS Tight

Nick name Basic trekking 
pant

Supple lightweight Waterproof hybrid Sustainable classics Stylish comfort Full stretch

Target group Beginner to 
regular

More advanced hiker More advanced hiker The regular hiker Everyday hiker The active woman

Fit/Waist Regular fit/mid 
waist

Narrow fit/ Mid waist Regular fit/mid waist Regular fit/ Mid waist Narrow fit/mid waist Slim fit/Mid waist

Perfect for 
season Full-year Full-year Full-year Full-year Full-year Full-year 

Lundhags 
Polyester 

Cotton Mix
LPC 205 RM/OC LPC 181 RM/OC

LPC 155/205 
RM/OC

LPC 205 RM/OC LPC 205 -

Stretch - Schoeller LN-stretch 255 RM LN stretch 255 RM LN-stretch 255 RM
 LN-Stretch 

255 RM

Reinforcement - Schoeller Keprotec Schoeller Keprotec Schoeller Keprotec - -

Extra sizes - - - Short/Wide, Long - -

Junior - - - Available -

Organic  
Cotton Yes Yes Yes - -

Recycled 
Material Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

3rd Party 
Certification Yes Yes Yes - -

FC-Free Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

pants 
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TRAVERSE MS PANT
Traverse is one of our most popular pants. It has a contemporary silhouette 
and is packed with features. Based on a LPC quality with large Eco Stretch 

panels it has a fit that accommodates a wide range of body types. 
For 2018 the Traverse II is updated with a more sustainable 

LPC quality with recycled polyester and organic cotton.

•  Bellowed leg pockets •   Bellowed leg pockets

• Hand pockets • Hand pockets

•Boot hook

•Leg ventilation•Leg ventilation

•   Schoeller Keprotec reinforcement

•Boot hook

TRAVERSE WS PANT
Traverse is one of our most popular pants. It has a contemporary silhouette 

and is packed with features. Based on a LPC quality with large Stretch 
panels it has a fit that accommodates a wide range of body types. 

For 2018 the Traverse II is updated with a more sustainable 
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix with recycled polyester and organic cotton.

•   Schoeller Keprotec reinforcement

•Recycled fibres, stretch panels

•Recycled Stretch 

panels   

•Recycled stretch at seat

  

 

•
Recycled stretch at seat  

 

women’s LONG AND D-SIZES
Long pants are 5 cm longer than 
regular size with the same waist 
width.

Short pants are 5 cm shorter 
than regular size and with +3 cm 
added waist and +6 cm added 
seat.

men’s LONG AND D-SIZES 
Long pants are 5 cm longer 
than regular size with the same 
waist width.

Short pants are 5 cm shorter 
than regular size and with 
+6 cm added waist and +2 cm 
added seat. 
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SS20 FW20 48 50 52 54 56 58

311 Rust/Charcoal • •
900 Black • •
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ramse ws pant
Article number: 1124122

Sizes: 34-46

Fit: Narrow fit/mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 
181 RM/OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). Stretch Schoeller (96% Polyamide 4% 
Elastane, bluesign® approved). Reinforcements: 
Schoeller Keprotec (76% Polyamide, 14% PU, 10% 
Aramid – Kevlar, bluesign® approved). Product 
including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

ramse ms pant
Article number: 1114112

Sizes: 48-58

Fit: Narrow fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 
181 RM/OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). Stretch Schoeller (96% Polyamide 4% 
Elastane, bluesign® approved). Reinforcements: 
Schoeller Keprotec (76% Polyamide, 14% PU, 10% 
Aramid – Kevlar, bluesign® approved). Product 
including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

SS20 FW20 34 36 38 40 42 44

333 Dark Red - •
900 Black • •

The Ramse Pant is a versatile and technical 
pant – lightweight yet durable - designed for 
demanding active use. Hybrid construction 
featuring large panels of durable Schoeller 
stretch for ease of movement and rapid 
moisture transport.  The sustainable LPC fabric 
resists abrasion and offers breathability

• Narrow Fit

• Great ventilation possibilities through both 
hand pockets and side zippers.  

• 181g durable LPC body fabric in 65% recycled 
polyester and 35% ecological cotton

• Durable Schoeller Keprotech reinforcement 
fabric at insteps and bottom hem

• 2 zippered hand pockets and 2 zippered thigh 
pockets with bellow construction, phone 
pocket inside 

•  Long side zippered for ventilation and easy 
on and off

• Articulated knees

• Adjustable bottom hem with snap buttons

The Ramse Pant is a versatile and technical 
pant – lightweight yet durable - designed for 
demanding active use. Hybrid construction 
featuring large panels of durable Schoeller 
stretch for ease of movement and rapid 
moisture transport.  The sustainable LPC fabric 
resists abrasion and offers breathability.

• Narrow Fit

• Great ventilation possibilities through both 
hand pockets and side zippers.  

• 181g durable LPC body fabric in 65% recycled 
polyester and 35% ecological cotton

• Durable Schoeller Keprotech reinforcement 
fabric at insteps and bottom hem

• 2 zippered hand pockets and 2 zippered thigh 
pockets with bellow construction, phone 
pocket inside 

•  Long side zippered for ventilation and easy 
on and off

• Articulated knees

• Adjustable bottom hem with snap buttons

Versatile and technical pant for demanding 
environments. Hybrid construction offers a 
great mix of durability, comfort and weather 
protection. The waterproof legs keep the water 
away and the LPC upper construction lets the 
material breathe, giving you better comfort while 
being active. 

• Regular fit. 

• Waterproof panels from above knee to bottom 
leg

• Stretchy recycled nylon offers comfort.                            

• Taped seams for waterproofness

• Schoeller Keprotec reinforcement at insteps 
for extra protection

• Waist adjustment with Velcro for perfect fit

• 2 zippered hand pockets

• 2 zippered thigh pockets

• Long zips in sides for ventilation and easy on 
and off

• Adjustment at hem

• Phone pocket in thigh pocket and Boot hookSS20 FW20 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

209 Gold/Charcoal • •
900 Black • •

SS20 FW20 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

209 Gold/Charcoal • •
338 Red/Dk Red • •
900 Black • •

mantjeh ws pant
Article number: 1174059

Sizes: 34-46

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 155 
RM/OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton – 
organic). LPC 205 RM/OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 
35% Cotton – organic). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% 
Polyamide – recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Zethar 
3L 168 (100% Polyamid, PU membrane). Water 
column: 20,000mm. Breathability: 20.000g/m2/24h. 
Reinforcements: Schoeller Keprotec (76% Polyamide, 
14% PU, 10% Aramid – Kevlar, PU coating, bluesign® 
approved). Product including: TOKO DWR. 100% 
Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

Versatile and technical pant for demanding 
environments. Hybrid construction offers a 
great mix of durability, comfort and weather 
protection. The waterproof legs keep the water 
away and the LPC upper construction lets the 
material breathe, giving you better comfort 
while being active. 

• Regular fit. 

• Waterproof panels from above knee to bottom 
leg

• Stretchy recycled nylon offers comfort.                            

• Taped seams for waterproofness

• Schoeller Keprotec reinforcement at insteps 
for extra protection

• Waist adjustment with Velcro for perfect fit

• 2 zippered hand pockets

• 2 zippered thigh pockets

• Long zips in sides for ventilation and easy on 
and off

• Adjustment at hem

• Phone pocket in thigh pocket and Boot hook

mantjeh ms pant
Article number: 1174058

Sizes: 46-58

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 155 RM/
OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton – organic). 
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 205 RM/OC (65% 
Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton – organic). LN-stretch 
255 RM (90% Polyamide – recycled, 10% Polyurethane). 
LWP 168 (100% Polyamid, PU membrane). Water column: 
20,000mm. Breathability: 20.000g/m2/24h. Reinforce-
ments: Schoeller Keprotec (76% Polyamide, 14% PU, 
10% Aramid – Kevlar, PU coating, bluesign® approved). 
Product including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

The Traverse II is a fully featured pant 
developed for demanding trekking as well as 
mellow hikes. Classic design, in a regular fit, 
with generous stretch panels for freedom of 
movement and increased comfort. Made from 
hardwearing sustainable fabrics, 
suitable for many different activities.

• Regular fit 

• 205g durable LPC body fabric in 65% recycled 
polyester and 35% organic cotton

• Stretch panels in recycled polyamide at seat, 
inside thigh, over knee and backside knee

• Schoeller Keprotech reinforcement area at 
instep, seamless inside lower leg

• Seat to knee ventilation zip with mesh lining 
inside

• 2 open hand pockets and 2 leg pockets with 
Velcro closure, phone pocket inside

• Webbing adjustment at hem and removable 
boot hook

men’s LONG AND D-SIZES 
Long pants are 5 cm longer than regu-
lar size with the same waist width.

Short pants are 5 cm shorter than 
regular size and with +6 cm added 
waist and +2 cm added seat. 

SS20 FW20 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 LONG SHORT/WIDE

209 Gold/Charcoal • •
363 Rust/Tea Green • •
655 Dk Agave/Seaweed • •
694 Tea Green/Black • •
900 Black • • • •

traverse II ms pant
Article number: 1114108

Sizes: 46-58

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 
205 RM/OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% Polyamide 
– recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Reinforcements: 
Schoeller Keprotec (76% Polyamide, 14% PU, 10% 
Aramid – Kevlar, PU coating, bluesign® approved). 
Product including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon 
Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

traverse II ms pant short/ 
wide
Article number: 1114121

Sizes: 46L-58L

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist/ Short & Side leg

traverse II ms pant long
Article number: 1114120

Sizes: 46L-58L

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist/Long leg

SS FW S/M L/XL

890 Charcoal

900 Black

Lundhags Elastic Belt
Article number: 1142339

Sizes/weight:S/M, L/XL/80g

Material: 80% Polypropylene, 20% Elastan.

Country of origin: China

Elastic webbing belt with a metal hook buckle. 
For active people, such as travellers and hikers. 
Made of durable 40 mm elastic webbing for 
perfect fit, with a sleek metal hook buckle. Fits 
any Lundhags pant.

• Hardwearing and functional belt. Durable 
40mm elastic webbing. Sleek metal hook 
buckle.

•  Elastic webbing

•  Metal buckle

• Minimum order 3 pcs/size
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Tausa tight is designed for demanding 
trekking. Developed with comfort, ease of 
movement and durability in mind. The fabric 
mix provides great balance of warmth, breath-
ability and stretch – all in a snug fit ready to 
challenge the traditional trekking pant. 

•  Stretchy firm knit with warming wool on the 
inside mixed with durable Nylon face

•  4-way stretch soft shell material provides 
stretch and durability in exposed areas

•  Wide and comfortable elastic waistband

•  Two thigh pockets, one open for easy access 
on the go and one zippered for valuables

•  2-way zippered lower legs for easy on/off and 
doubles as ventilation

SS20 FW20 XS S M L XL

890 Charcoal • •

tausa ws tights
Article number: 1124117

Sizes: XS-XL

Fit: Slim fit/ Mid waist

Material: 59% Polyamide, 38%, Wool, mulesing free, 
3% Elastane – Spandex. LN-stretch 255 RM (90% 
Polyamide – recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Product 
including DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: China

SS20 FW20 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

311 Rust/Charcoal • •
476 Petrol/Deep Blue • •
900 Black • •

SS20 FW20 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

739 Oat/Tea Green • •
900 Black • •

avhu ii ms pant
Article number: 1174105

Sizes: 46-58

Fit: Narrow fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 205 
(65% Polyester, 35% Cotton). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% 
Polyamide – recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Product 
including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

field ms pant
Article number: 1114088

Sizes: 48-58

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid wais

Material: LPC 205, 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Country of origin: Vietnam

The Avhu II Pant is designed for days in the 
outdoor as well as for everyday use. A full 
function trekking pant with a narrow fit and a 
modern subtle look. Engineered for an active 
user. Versatile hybrid pant in clean design, suit-
able for everyday adventures. Stretch panels 
in key areas provide comfort and freedom of 
movement. 

• Narrow fit

• 205g durable LPC body fabric 65% polyester 
35% cotton

• Stretch panels in recycled polyamide at seat, 
inside thigh, over knee and backside knee for 
ease of movement.

• Seamless inside lower leg 
Inside thigh ventilation zip with mesh lining

• 2 open hand pockets and 2 zipped side pock-
ets, integrated phone pocket on right side

• Button adjustment at hem and removable 
boot hook

Field is one of Lundhags most versatile pants. 
A robust and hard wearing garment made from 
LPC. Its’ technical design makes it a viable 
alternative in the outdoors as well as in a more 
urban environment.

• Trekking pant with regular fit

• Two large leg pockets with bellows, one with 
internal phone pocket

• Pre bent knees

• Seamless lower leg inside to avoid abrasion

• Button closure at hem

Field is one of Lundhags most versatile pants. 
A robust and hard wearing garment made from 
LPC. Its’ technical design makes it a viable 
alternative in the outdoors as well as in a more 
urban environment.

• Trekking pant with regular fit

• Two large leg pockets with bellows, one with 
internal phone pocket

• Pre bent knees

• Seamless lower leg inside to avoid abrasion

• Button closure at hem

The Avhu II Pant is designed for days in the out-
door as well as for everyday use. A full function 
trekking pant with a narrow fit and a modern 
subtle look. Engineered for an active user.

• Narrow fit

• 205g durable LPC body fabric 65% polyester 
35% cotton

• Stretch panels in recycled polyamide at seat, 
inside thigh, over knee and backside knee

• Seamless inside lower leg

• Inside thigh ventilation zip with mesh lining

• 2 open hand pockets 

• 2 zipped side pockets, integrated phone 
pocket on right side 

• Button adjustment at hem and removable 
boot hook

SS20 FW20 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

511 Sage/Dark Agave • -
900 Black • •

SS20 FW20 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

739 Oat/Tea Green • -
900 Black • •

avhu ii ws pant
Article number:1174106

Sizes: 34-46

Fit: Narrow fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 205 
(65% Polyester, 35% Cotton). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% 
Polyamide – recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Product 
including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free. 

Country of origin: Vietnam

Field ws pant
Article number: 1124088

Sizes: 34-46

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid wais

Material: LPC 205, 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Country of origin: Vietnam

The Traverse II is a fully featured pant 
developed for demanding trekking as well as 
mellow hikes. Classic design, in a regular fit, 
with generous stretch panels for freedom of 
movement and increased comfort. Made from 
hardwearing sustainable fabrics, 
suitable for many different activities.

• Regular fit 

• 205g durable LPC body fabric in 65% recycled 
polyester and 35% organic cotton

• Stretch panels in recycled polyamide at seat, 
inside thigh, over knee and backside knee

• Schoeller Keprotech reinforcement area at 
instep, seamless inside lower leg

• Seat to knee ventilation zip with mesh lining 
inside

• 2 open hand pockets and 2 leg pockets with 
Velcro closure, phone pocket inside

• Webbing adjustment at hem and removable 
boot hook

LONG AND D-SIZES

Long pants are 5 cm longer than regular size 
with the same waist width.Short pants are 5 cm 
shorter than regular size and with +3 cm added 
waist and +6 cm added seat.

SS20 FW20 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 LONG
SHORT/

WIDE
327 Red/Black • • - -
492 Gold/Granite • • - -
694 Tea Green/Black • • - -
900 Black • • • •

traverse II ws pant
Article number: 1124108

Sizes: 34-46

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 
205 RM/OC (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% Polyamide 
– recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Reinforcements: 
Schoeller Keprotec (76% Polyamide, 14% PU, 10% 
Aramid – Kevlar, PU coating, bluesign® approved). 
Product including: TOKO DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon 
Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

traverse II ws pant long
Article number: 1124120

Sizes: 34-46. Black.

traverse II ws pant short/wide
Article number: 1124121

Sizes: 34-46. Black.
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The Gliis Anorak is the perfect choice for 
spring and chillier summer days. Lightweight, 
packable and wind resistant in a clean, 
contemporary look. Minimalistic design with 
only the necessary details to bring on your next 
adventure!

• LPC lightweight body material with wax and 
DWR treatment (PFC-free) to repel water 
and dirt

• Snug hood with elastic binding to protect you 
from the elements

• Long front zipper opening for easy on and off 
and ventilation

• One large kangaroo pocket with internal 
phone pocket

• Elasticated cuffs and bottom hem for 
instant fit

gliis ms anorak
Article number: 1117081

Sizes/weight: S–XXL/382 g

Fit: Regular fit

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 155 
RM/OC Wax (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). Product including: TOKO DWR. 100% 
Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

SS20 FW20 S M L XL XXL

206 Gold • •
453 Petrol • •

SS20 FW20 XS S M L XL

900 Black • •

Viik lt Ms vest
Article number: 1117076

Sizes/weight: S-XXL/210g

Fit: Regular fit

Material: 100% Polyester – recycled 53g/m2, 
bluesign® approved. Lining (100% Polyester – recycled, 
bluesign® approved). Padding PrimaLoft Gold Eco 
Cross Core (100% Polyester – recycled 40gr/m made 
with 35% Polyester – recycled, bluesign® approved). 
Product including DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

The Viik Lt Vest is our lightest and most 
packable insulating garment in the range. 
Primaloft Gold Insulation with Cross Core 
technology combines synthethic fibres with 
aerogel to achieve both enhanced warmth and 
decreased weight. 

• A DWR-treated (PFC-free) recycled polyester

• wind resistant material at the front front

• Insulated with  40gr/m2 Primaloft Gold Eco 
Cross Core padding

• One zippered chest pocket for easy access

• Full front zipper with inner placket and

• protective chinguard

•  Elasticated sleeve holes for snug fit

• Partly elasticated bottom hem prevents cold

• air from entering

The Gliis Anorak is the perfect choice for 
spring and chillier summer days. Lightweight, 
packable and wind resistant in a clean, 
contemporary look. Minimalistic design with 
only the necessary details to bring on your next 
adventure!

• LPC lightweight body material with wax and 
DWR treatment (PFC-free) to repel water 
and dirt

• Snug hood with elastic binding to protect you 
from the elements

• Long front zipper opening for easy on and off 
and ventilation

• One large kangaroo pocket with internal 
phone pocket

• Elasticated cuffs and bottom hem for 
instant fit

gliis ws anorak
Article number: 1127081

Sizes/weight: XS–XL/314 g

Fit: Regular fit

Material:Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 155 
RM/OC Wax (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). Product including: TOKO DWR. 100% 
Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

SS20 FW20 XS S M L XL

206 Gold • •
351 Berry • -

Functional hybrid trekking shorts made from 
two different LPC materials and stretch panels. 
Lykka, or Lycka, means Happiness in Swedish.

• LPC 155 RM/OC

• Stretch panels on lower back and crotch

• Hand pockets and bellow leg pockets

• Internal phone pocket in right leg pocket

• Crotch gusset for maximum freedom of 
movement

SS20 FW20 34 36 38 40 42 44

374 Berry/Dk Berry • -
890 Charcoal • -

lykka ws shorts
Article number: 1124128

Sizes/weight: 34-44

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist 

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 155 
RM/OC Wax (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% Polyamide – 
recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Product including: TOKO 
DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

Functional hybrid trekking shorts made from 
two different LPC materials and stretch panels. 
Lykka, or Lycka, means Happiness in Swedish.

• LPC 155 RM/OC

• Stretch panels on lower back and crotch

• Hand pockets and bellow leg pockets

• Internal phone pocket in right leg pocket

• Crotch gusset for maximum freedom of 
movement

SS20 FW20 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

476 Petrol/Deep Blue • -
900 Black • •

lykka ms shorts
Article number: 1114128

Sizes: 46-58

Fit: Regular fit/ Mid waist 

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix (LPC) 155 
RM/OC Wax (65% Polyester – recycled, 35% Cotton 
– organic). LN-stretch 255 RM (90% Polyamide – 
recycled, 10% Polyurethane). Product including: TOKO 
DWR. 100% Fluorcarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

SS20 FW20 S M L XL XXL

206 Gold - •

Viik Ms Hoodie
Article number: 1117064

Sizes/weight: S–XXL/550g

Material: 100% Polyester – recycled, 53g/m2 (blue-
sign® approved). Lining: 100% Polyester – recycled 
(bluesign® approved). Padding: Primaloft Black Eco 
(100% Polyester – recycled), 170g/m2 body/hood, 100g/
m2 sleeve (bluesign® approved). Product including 
DWR. 100% Fluorocarbon Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

For colder days, worn by itself or as a layering 
piece, the Viik Hoodie brings you warmth and 
wind protection. Our body mapping padding 
construction provides the right amount of 
warmth for increased comfort. If you chose to 
wear it by itself, the DWR treatment will protect 
you in light rain, weather you’re in the outdoors 
or urban environments. 

• Recycled polyester windblock body material 

• Primaloft body mapping padding 
 construction

• Adjustment at front of hood 

• Zippered opening with an internal placket

• One zippered chest pocket

• Two zippered hand pockets

• Elasticated sleeve cuffs 

• Cord adjustment at hem

• Articulated sleeves 

• Hanger loop at neck seam 
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Beta Pro InsolePU heel wedge TPU toe cap
Vibram Traction Sole

Ariaprene COR

Gusseted tongue

Copper iron alloy hooks

EVA

Heel Fit Control

Microfiber lining

Ariaprene MAX

Heinen Terracare Nubuck

Certech EXP

Shell boot technology

SS20 FW20 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

918 Black/Pecan • •

syncro ii ms high
Article number: 1013759

Sizes/weight: 40-48/910g

Shaft height: 31 cm

Lace length: 200 cm

Material: Heinen Terracare full grain leather, HFC 
heel grip, Vibram Traction sole, TPU toe cap, Liba 
Smart TPU 1,5 mm, Polyurethane heel cushion, 
Ariaprene COR 2 mm,  Ariaprene MAX 4 mm

Country of origin: Portugal

An advanced and technical boot. Syncro II is 
a comfortable 3-layer shell boot. The shaft is 
manufactured in Heinen Terracare full-grain 
leather and closed cell Ariaprene foam which 
gives good insulation and high comfort. The 
outsole has been upgraded with a PU heel 
wedge and TPU toe protection.

• Lower parts in Certech Exp (1.5 mm Liba 
Smart, 2 mm EVA, 1 mm Micro fibre)

• Extra heel grip with Heel Fit Control (HFC™)

• Vibram Traction sole with a powerful grip 

• New Beta Pro – insole 

• New heel wedge in shock absorbing 
Polyurethane 

• Shaft height 31 cm

SS FW 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

682 Tea Green/Black • •
713 Brown/Black • •

Tjakke Mid
Article number: 1043750
Sizes/weight: 36–48/660 g
Last: Hike
Shaft height: 22 cm
Lace length: 165 cm
Material: Perwanger suede leather, HFC™ heel grip, 
Vibram Curcuma outsole, Liba Smart TPU 1.5 mm, 
Ariaprene MAX 4 mm

Country of origin: EU

Tjakke Mid is a technical all-round shell boot. 
Tjakke focuses on comfort, wrapping the ankle 
area in our newly developed 4 mm Ariaprene MAX 
foam. Tjakke shares many of the same character-
istics as our advanced models. Durable and light 
lower section in Certech Exp-technology. Tjakke 
handles tough terrain without sacrificing comfort.

• Shaft in Perwanger suede leather and 4 mm 
Ariaprene MAX foam 

• Hike-last, with a lower part in Certech Exp 
(1.5 mm Liba Smart, 2 mm EVA, 1 mm Micro fiber)

• Extra heel grip with Heel Fit Control (HFC™)

• Light Vibram Curcuma outsole

• Beta Pro insole

• Full length midsole in shock absorbing 
polyurethane

Our Shell Boots are developed for all-year trekking in demanding climate like in the Nordics. The 
bottom is made of waterproof cellular rubber bottom and the shaft of high quality leather. They 

last a long time, they are easy to repair, they dry quickly if they get wet, they are comfortable 
and stable. The original is our 1-layer Shell Boots and the more technical are the 3-layers Shell 

Boots - even more stability, comfort and insulation.

a life-long companion

this is our 3-layers shell boots with 
all the functional details.

3-layer shell boots
The 1-layer boots have one layer of leather, whereas the 3-layer 
boots is  has 3 layers;  firts one layer of leather then a layers of 
Ariaprene, which adds insulation and support, and another layer of 
leather on the inside of the shaft. 

Our 3-layer boots use Certech EXP, which is just 1.5 mm thick, and a 
layer of EVA and microfiber for stability and insulation.

The 3-layer boot is the perfect choice for users carrying heavier 
loads, who like to hike off-trail, or simply want that extra bit of 
protection, insulation and support. All 3-layer boots feature the new 
Certech EXP bottom, which provides stability and keeps your feet 
dry while remaining flexible without adding extra weight to the boot.

   A purely natural product

Natural, traditional and softening leather grease that 
helps Lundhags boots resist water, age with dignity 
and last longer. Made according to our family recipe 

 
70 g

 

   A purely natural product

Natural and organic leather wax that helps 
Lundhags boots resist water, last longer and 

maintain leather stability.
 

 70 g

Leather Grease
Article number: 1050111

Sizes/weight: One Size

Material: 

Country of origin: Sweden

A natural and softening leather grease that 
helps Lundhags boots resist water, age with 
dignity and last longer. Made from a family 
recipe that includes fat, tar linseed oil and 
beeswax.  
 
Minimum order of 12 (delivered in box).

Leather Wax
Article number: 1050112

Sizes/weight: One Size

Material: 

Country of origin: EU

Natural and organic leather wax that helps 
 Lundhags boots resist water, last longer and 
to maintain the leather stability.  
 
Minimum order of 12 (delivered in box).
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Vandra Ws High is a 1-layer shell boot in a mod-
ern design, with an adapted women’s last. It is 
a stable boot made from full-grain. Vandra has 
a padded top collar and is developed according 
to the shell principle. It offers a protective 
and high shell layer that is easily adaptable 
to the activity and temperature. A 1-layer boot 
is lighter and more flexible, breathes better, 
and can be more easily repaired compared to a 
3-layer boot.

• Shaft made from full-grain leather 

• Single size shaft for the best fit

• Cellular rubber base with Certech 3.0-con-
struction 

• Vibram Traction sole with a powerful grip 

• 4 mm EVA for insulation and cushioning 

• Opti-last, a slightly wider last with a lower 
instep and generous toe box

• Sturdy pull loops on the sides of the shaft

• Padded collar

Vandra Ws High
Article number: 1020161

Sizes/weight: 36-42/690 g

Last: Opti Ws

Shaft height: 26 cm

Lace length: 165 cm

Material: Certech 3.0 Cellular rubber base, Heinen 
Terracare full grain leather, Vibram Traction sole

Country of origin: EU

SS20 FW20 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

709 Gold Brown • •
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A 1-layer, shell boot in a modern design. It is a 
stable boot made from full-grain. Vandra has a 
padded top collar and is developed according 
to the shell principle. It offers a protective 
and high shell layer that is easily adaptable 
to the activity and temperature. A 1-layer boot 
is lighter and more flexible, breathes better, 
and can be more easily repaired compared to a 
3-layer boot.

• Shaft made from full-grain leather 

• Single size shaft for the best fit

• Cellular rubber base with Certech 3.0-con-
struction 

• Vibram Traction sole with a powerful grip 

• 6 mm EVA for insulation and cushioning 

• Opti-last, a slightly wider last with a lower 
instep and generous toe box

• Sturdy pull loops on the sides of the shaft

• Padded collar

Vandra Ms High
Article number: 1010162

Sizes/weight: 40-48/820 g

Last: Opti

Shaft height: 30 cm

Lace length: 180 cm

Material: Certech 3.0 Cellular rubber base, Heinen 
Terracare full grain leather, Vibram Traction sole

Country of origin: EU

SS20 FW20 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

709 Gold Brown • •

Vibram Traction Sole

Certech

Heinen full grain leather

1-layer shaft

The 1-layer boot is the classic Lundhags Shell 

Boot. With a single layer of leather in the shaft 

the boot adapts to the shape of your lower leg. 

The bottom is made of Certech cellular rubber, 

which keeps your  feet dry while providing good 

stability regardless of carrying weight.

lundhags 
1-layer boot 
shell boots

SS20 FW20 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

680 Tea Green • •

Bjerg Mid
Article number: 1040725

Sizes/weight: 36–48/600 g

Last: Trail

Shaft height: 18 cm

Lace length: 170 cm

Material: Liba Smart TPU 1.5 mm, Corradi Suede 
leather, TPU Film, Vibram Pepe Outsole

Country of origin: EU

Bjerg Mid is a durable hiking boot. Made in 
Italian Corradi Suede leather from northern 
European cow hides. For increased comfort, 
the upper around the ankle is padded and 
we have created a new insole that is highly 
breathable and cushioning thanks to the 
innovative material Arneflex. A layer of 
Libasmart expanded TPU protects the toe and a 
thin layer of TPU film reminiscent of our classic 
shell boots provides and extra layer of side 
protection against water and abrasion.

• Italian suede leather from Corradi

• Vibram approach outsole

• TPU film

• LibaSmart toe protection

• Breathable and cushioning Arneflex footbed

OMNI BOOTS
Our collection of  all-round  hiking shoes and boots for 
light hikes and everyday use. With a focus on instant 
comfort, functional quality and products for all seasons. Our 
Omni collection does not compromise on quality and Nordic 
authenticity. All our footwear are made in Europe to the highest 
manufacturing standards using only the best components 
and materials. 

With world class craftsmanship as the main ingredient.
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organic content or being fluorocarbon-free. Just as 

important are the long-lasting properties that will 

last several year of usage. Hence, our materials have 

completed stringent real life performance tests and 

in the laboratory to qualify. After all, a backpack that 

lasts is the best investment you can make.

OUR CHOICE OF TRIMS – SAFETY FIRST

Even the most relaxed trek can turn into a more 

challenging adventure. Our mission is to ensure 

that your experience, together with your choice of 

equipment, will result in you enjoying the outdoors 

even during more difficult outings. The materials, 

trims and seams should withstand years of use and 

not leave you stranded with, for example, a broken 

zipper or buckle. Therefore, we only work with high 

quality suppliers and we prefer oversized detailing 

instead of thinking minimalistic. Because it simply 

works better. Oversized zippers, well-dimensioned 

pull-tabs, large zipper pullers and sufficiently sized 

buckles are important factors when the weather 

turns bad, you are lost and perhaps out of energy. 

ZIPPERS

We use RC (Racquet coil) zippers from YKK. Specially 

designed for luggage applications where resistance 

to abrasion is a must. This zipper has been precision 

engineered to meet the toughest performance 

requirements and because the zipper is usually 

the weakest link in a backpack, our choice here is 

critical. We usually use the toughest size #10 on all 

main entrances for extra-long lasting functionality.

BUCKLES

Generally, we use hardwearing metal components 

whenever possible. Made from aircraft grade 

aluminium, they are durable and extremely strong 

aluminium stamping, meaning that they won’t fail 

during a long trek where help is far away. 

WEBBINGS

We only use premium quality 420 × 420D polyamide 

 webbings supported by internally weaved core lines 

for extra tensile strength, which makes the webbing 

extra strong compared to weight ratio.

SEWING THREAD

Our 210D polyamide bonded sewing thread is for 

any item that needs the highest seam strength. It 

is specially developed for high quality backpacks 

that require a high tenacity and where broken seams 

must be avoided. Superior abrasion resistance.

Trekking packs 
for all-year trekking

The Scandinavian way of hiking does not necessarily 

mean that you move about on well-tramped hiking 

paths or ski along tracked trails. You might just as 

well find yourself on untracked terrain, with a map 

and compass in your hands. On a route that you have 

planned yourself.

We believe that Scandinavian trekking demands 

uncompromising equipment. That we make a 

choice in every detail of our products. And in these 

choices, we always believe in prioritizing durability 

and function ahead of low weight. With our new 

backpack series launched in 2018, we somehow did 

the opposite of the industry and the popular trends 

of lightweight trekking. For us, weight is just one 

parameter of many. 

With our roots in the demanding mountain 

environment of Jämtland, Sweden, we want to offer 

products that can deal with all imaginable condi-

tions. Even in the mountains. Even when a backpack 

buckle is handled with a pair of thick winter gloves 

on. With exclusive material choices, rugged fabrics, 

and true metal buckles, we have filled our backpacks 

with our history. And our philosophy of creating 

world-class outdoor products. Products that you can 

trust, for a very long time. 

USER-FRIENDLY BACKPACKS – TESTED & 
APPROVED

The design and construction of Lundhags backpacks 

are based on our collective experience and know-

how from years of year-around outdoor activities. 

If our products work in the most challenging, cold 

and windy conditions, such as where glove-friendly 

operation is a must, they will also work during the 

summer. Therefore, we always strive to find small, 

sometimes unique solutions that make it easier to 

also operate your backpack during harder winter 

conditions. 

MATERIALS – SUSTAINABLE & FUNCTIONAL 

Our backpack materials are carefully selected to 

match our sustainability criteria. This means not 

only being bluesign® approved, but also using 
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Floating lid

Expandable zippered
side pockets

Large front opening

Hole webbing 

Rain cover with side attatchment
in bottom compartment

Zippered bottom access

Robust front haul handle

Compression strap under lid
for tent fastening

Hole webbing

• Levelled top puller loops for individual adaptation

• Duo density cushioned shoulder straps for maximum weight equalization

• D-rings on shoulder straps as attachment points

• Movable chest strap

• Duo density cushioned hipbelt for increased load comfort capacity 

• Side hip stabilizer

• Easily accessible water protected hipbelt pockets with zip closure

• Floating top lid with two zippered compartments and with elastic side panels 

• Large front opening

• Robust front haul handle

• Hole webbings with numerous durable attachment points

• Expandable zippered side pockets

• Elastic wand pockets

• Dual side compressions

• Two section backpack with zippered divider wall

• Compression strap under lid for tent fastening

• Extendable collar for additional capacity with double-pull drawcords 

• Internal hanging and zippered security pocket with elastic car key holder

• Hydration system compatible

• Rain cover with side attachment hooks in the bottom compartment 

• Indestructible buckles made of aircraft aluminium

• Glove-friendly zipper pullers

• Prepared to attach Jomlen 25, Gnaur +10 or Knul 7 items for additional capacity

gnaur main features

Levelled top puller loops

D-rings on shoulder straps

Hipbelt pockets

Dual side compressions

Elastic Wand pockets

Indestructible metal buckles 
made from aircraft grade aluminium

Adjustable back length

Outside lid pocket

Duo density cushioned
 shoulder straps

gnaur 90/75/60

Our most advanced backpack with stability and comfort for long treks or when travelling. With stability, 

durability and easy-to-operate features, you will become close friends for many years to come. All parts of the 

carrying system can be repaired or replaced.
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Gnaur 75 Rl xxx
Article number: 1220001

Sizes/weight: 75 L/2 940 g

Back length: RS 48-42cm

Basic measurements: 70 x 34 x 29 cm

Material: Main material: Lundhags Polyester 
Cotton Mix (LPC) Ripstop 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester 
– recycled, 35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating 
>1 500 mm. Reinforcement: LP 300, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 
120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

Gnaur 75 Rs
Article number: 1220001

Sizes/weight: 75 L/2 940 g

Back length: RS 48-42cm

Basic measurements: 70 x 34 x 29 cm

Material: Main material: Lundhags Polyester 
Cotton Mix (LPC) Ripstop 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester 
– recycled, 35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating 
>1 500 mm. Reinforcement: LP 300, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 
120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

Gnaur has the weight to support big loads 
and carry comfortably. Made from our durable 
Lundhags Polyester and Cotton mix fabric, 
Gnaur reflects our belief in slightly heavier 
backpacks. All parts from the suspension 
system can be repaired or replaced. And not 
only does Gnaur use rugged aluminun buckles 
and fasteners, it also accepts smaller bags 
from Lundhags for additional capacity. If you 
are searching for a backpack that you can have 
for years to come, the Gnaur series is your 
friend for life.

• Rigid and torsion stable rod & aluminium stay 
framework 

• Adjustable carrying system in size RS 
(Regular - Short: 48-42 cm).

Gnaur has the weight to support big loads 
and carry comfortably. Made from our durable 
Lundhags Polyester and Cotton mix fabric, 
Gnaur reflects our belief in slightly heavier 
backpacks. All parts from the suspension 
system can be repaired or replaced. And not 
only does Gnaur use rugged aluminun buckles 
and fasteners, it also accepts smaller bags 
from Lundhags for additional capacity. If you 
are searching for a backpack that you can have 
for years to come, the Gnaur series is your 
friend for life.

• Rigid and torsion stable rod & aluminium stay 
framework 

• Adjustable carrying system in size RS 
(Regular - Short: 48-42 cm).

SS20 FW20 90 L

900 Black • •

Gnaur 90 RL
Article number: 1210001

Sizes/weight: 90 L/3 200 g

Back length: RL 52-46 cm

Basic measurements: 71 × 34 × 32 cm

Material: Main material: Lundhags Polyester 
Cotton Mix (LPC) Ripstop 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester 
– recycled, 35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating 
>1 500 mm. Reinforcement: LP 300, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 
120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

Gnaur has the weight to support big loads 
and carry comfortably. Made from our durable 
Lundhags Polyester and Cotton mix fabric, 
Gnaur reflects our belief in slightly heavier 
backpacks. All parts from the suspension 
system can be repaired or replaced. And not 
only does Gnaur use rugged aluminium buckles 
and fasteners, it also accepts smaller bags 
from Lundhags for additional capacity. If you 
are searching for a backpack that you can have 
for years to come, the Gnaur series is your 
friend for life.

• Rigid and torsion stable rod & aluminium stay 
framework 

• Adjustable carrying system in size RL 
(Regular-Long: 52-46 cm)

SS20 FW20 75L

333 Dark Red • •

SS20 FW20 75L

333 Dark Red • •

7th vertebra

Level of
hip bone

Hip bone

Spine

GNAUR & GNEIK – HOW TO FIT THE BACK PACK
MEASURE YOUR BACK TO FIND OUT IF YOU NEED REGULAR-LONG (RL)  

OR REGULAR-SHORT (RS)

To fit your Gnaur carrying system correctly, measure your back length, using a measuring tape, 

from your seventh vertebra down to the point of your spine where you are levelled with the top of 

your hip bone. If your back is 46-52 cm you need RL, and if it is 42-48 cm you need RS. 

1.  M e a s ur e  t h e  b a c k 

2. If the back is 46-52 cm its a Regu-
lar long (RL) 

3.  I f  t h e  b a c k  is  42- 4 8  c m  i t s  a  
r e g ula r  s h o r t  (R S)  

4. Adjust the back pack in the back
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SS20 FW20 75 L

890 Charcoal • -

SS20 FW20 60 L

604 Forest Green • -

Jamten 75
Article number: 1246053

Sizes/weight: 75 L/2 560 g

Backlength: 52-46 cm

Basic measurements: 70 x 34 x 29 cm

Material: Main material: 330D Polyamide, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating>1500 mm. Reinforcement: 
LP300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved, 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved, PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product, 
including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

Jamten 60
Article number: 1246054

Sizes/weight: 60 L/ 2 500g

Backlength: 52-46 cm

Basic measurements: 70 x 34 x 27 cm

Material: Main material: 330D Polyamide, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating>1500 mm. Reinforcement: 
LP300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved, 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved, PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product, 
including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

An advanced backpack with durability and comfort 
for longer hikes or trips. Jamten has stability 
enough to withstand heavy loads and carry them 
comfortably. Jamten is a robust backpack with an 
extremely stable frame construction. With its high 
serviceability and easy-to-use functions, Jamten 
can easily become a really good companion for a 
very long time. 

• Adjustable carry system

• Levelled top puller loops for individual adaptation 

• Padded shoulder straps for high comfort

• D-rings on shoulder straps are attachment points

• Adjustable chest strap

• Duo density cushioned hipbelt for increased load 
comfort capacity 

• Side hip stabilizer 

• Expandable collar with drawstring for additional 
packing space

• Internal hanging and zippered security pocket 
with elastic car key holder 

An advanced backpack with durability and com-
fort for longer hikes or trips. Jamten has stability 
enough to withstand heavy loads and carry them 
comfortably. Jamten is a robust backpack with an 
extremely stable frame construction. With its high 
serviceability and easy-to-use functions, Jamten 
can easily become a really good companion for a 
very long time. 

• Adjustable carry system

• Levelled top puller loops for individual 
adaptation 

• Padded shoulder straps for high comfort

• D-rings on shoulder straps are attachment 
points

• Adjustable chest strap

• Duo density cushioned hipbelt for increased 
load comfort capacity 

• Side hip stabilizer 

• Expandable collar with drawstring for additional 
packing space

• Internal hanging and zippered security pocket 
with elastic car key holder 

SS20 FW20 60L

333 Dark Red • •
333 Dark Red • •

Gnaur 60 RS
Article number: 1220002

Sizes/weight: 60 L/2 740 g

Back length: RS 48-42 cm

Basic measurements: 70 × 34 × 27 cm

Material: Main material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton 
Mix (LPC) Ripstop 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester – recy-
cled, 35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Reinforcement: LP 300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 100% 
Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 000 
mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

The Regular/Short version of Gnaur has 
the weight to support big loads and carry 
comfortably. Made from our durable Lundhags 
Polyester and Cotton mix fabric, Gnaur reflects 
our belief in slightly heavier backpacks. All 
parts from the suspension system can be 
repaired or replaced. And not only does Gnaur 
use rugged aluminium buckles and fasteners, 
it also accepts smaller bags from Lundhags for 
additional capacity. If you are searching for a 
backpack that you can have for years to come, 
the Gnaur series is your friend for life.

• Rigid and torsion stable rod & aluminium stay 
framework 

• Adjustable carrying system size RS (Regular 
– Short: 48-42 cm).

SS20 FW20 42 L

900 Black • •

Gneik 42 rs
Article number: 1220011

Size/weight: 42 L/1 580 g

Back length: RS 43 cm

Basic measurements: 53 x 32 x 21 cm

Material: LPC 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester – recycled, 
35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product, 
including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

 

The Regular/Short version of Gneik. An 
advanced backpack for medium long dis-
tances, whether trekking or travelling, in winter 
or summer. Excellent stability and ventilated 
comfort make this pack perfect for winter use 
with a dog or sledge or during a summer trek. 
Gneik backpacks are ideal for winter tours, 
when you can attach a sledge or dog leash 
efficiently and cleanly, without the need for any 
special fittings.

• Rigid and torsion stable aluminium rod 
framework 

• Ventilated back through Air System

• Carrying system in size RS   
(Regular–Short: 43 cm)

• Top puller adjustment

• Ergonomic shoulder straps for maximum 
comfort

• D-rings on shoulder straps as attachment 
points

SS20 FW20 34 L

333 Dark Red • •
900 Black • •

Gneik 34 rL XXX
Article number: 1220012

Size/weight: 34 L/1 480 g

Back length: RS 43 cm

Basic measurements: 53 × 32 × 19 cm

Material: Main material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton 
Mix (LPC) Ripstop 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester – recy-
cled, 35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Reinforcement: LP 300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 
100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

 

The Regular/Short version of Gneik. An 
advanced backpack for medium long dis-
tances, whether trekking or travelling, in winter 
or summer. Excellent stability and ventilated 
comfort make this pack perfect for winter use 
with a dog or sledge or during a summer trek. 
Gneik backpacks are ideal for winter tours, 
when you can attach a sledge or dog leash 
efficiently and cleanly, without the need for any 
special fittings.

• Rigid and torsion stable aluminium rod 
framework 

• Ventilated back through Air System

• Carrying system in size RS  
(Regular–Short: 43 cm)

• Top puller adjustment

• Ergonomic shoulder straps for maximum 
comfort

• D-rings on shoulder straps as attachment 
points

SS20 FW20 42 L

900 Black • •

Gneik 42 rL XX
Article number: 1220011

Size/weight: 42 L/1 580 g

Back length: RS 43 cm

Basic measurements: 53 x 32 x 21 cm

Material: LPC 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester – recycled, 
35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product, 
including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

 

The Regular/Short version of Gneik. An 
advanced backpack for medium long dis-
tances, whether trekking or travelling, in winter 
or summer. Excellent stability and ventilated 
comfort make this pack perfect for winter use 
with a dog or sledge or during a summer trek. 
Gneik backpacks are ideal for winter tours, 
when you can attach a sledge or dog leash 
efficiently and cleanly, without the need for any 
special fittings.

• Rigid and torsion stable aluminium rod 
framework 

• Ventilated back through Air System

• Carrying system in size RS   
(Regular–Short: 43 cm)

• Top puller adjustment

• Ergonomic shoulder straps for maximum 
comfort

• D-rings on shoulder straps as attachment 
points
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SS20 FW20 40 L

900 Black • •

dovre 40
Article number: 1240520

Sizes/weight: 40 L/1 520 g

Material: 600D Polyester, 300D Polyrip

Country of origin: Vietnam

A light day tour backpack for shorter tours, 
travels or daily commute. Dovre has a minima-
listic design and a softer back panel, shoulder 
straps with comfort zone and a ventilated air 
zone via mesh cushions on the back. Generous 
top opening and zipper in the bottom section 
for easier access. Fixed suspension and 
several roomy pockets.

• Light day tour backpack
• Open above and below for easy access
• Elastic cord on the front to attach equipment 
• Internal and external storage pockets 
• Dividable middle wall
• Concealed bellow pockets on the sides 
• Mesh side pockets
• Chest strap
• Comfort zone shoulder straps

SS20 FW20 30 L

333 Dark Red • •
453 Petrol • •
900 Black • •

dovre 30
Article number: 1240519

Sizes/weight: 30 L/1 225 g

Material:  600D Polyester, 300D Polyrip

Country of origin: Vietnam

A light day tour backpack for shorter tours, 
travels or daily commute. Dovre has a minima-
listic design and a softer back panel, shoulder 
straps with comfort zone and a ventilated air 
zone via mesh cushions on the back. Generous 
top opening and zipper in the bottom section 
for easier access. Fixed suspension and 
several roomy pockets.

• Light day tour backpack

• Open above and below for easy access

• Elastic cord on the front to attach equipment 

• Internal and external storage pockets 

• Dividable middle wall

• Concealed bellow pockets on the sides 

• Mesh side pockets

• Chest strap

• Comfort zone shoulder straps

SS20 FW20 34 L

333 Dark Red • •
900 Black • •

Gneik 34 rs
Article number: 1220012

Size/weight: 34 L/1 480 g

Back length: RS 43 cm

Basic measurements: 53 × 32 × 19 cm

Material: Main material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton 
Mix (LPC) Ripstop 231 RM/OC, (65% Polyester – recy-
cled, 35% Cotton – organic). PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Reinforcement: LP 300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 
100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

 

The Regular/Short version of Gneik. An 
advanced backpack for medium long dis-
tances, whether trekking or travelling, in winter 
or summer. Excellent stability and ventilated 
comfort make this pack perfect for winter use 
with a dog or sledge or during a summer trek. 
Gneik backpacks are ideal for winter tours, 
when you can attach a sledge or dog leash 
efficiently and cleanly, without the need for any 
special fittings.

• Rigid and torsion stable aluminium rod 
framework 

• Ventilated back through Air System

• Carrying system in size RS  
(Regular–Short: 43 cm)

• Top puller adjustment

• Ergonomic shoulder straps for maximum 
comfort

• D-rings on shoulder straps as attachment 
points

SS20 FW20 20 L

333 Gold • •
333 Dark Red • •
472 Deep Blue • •
890 Charcoal • •

ampen 25 xxx
Article number: 1242011

Size/weight: 20 L/860 g

Back length: 45 cm

Basic measurements: 45 × 29 × 20 cm

Material: LP 300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 
100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

 

Håkken is a nice-sized daypack for trekking, 
bushcraft or travelling. Carrying all your essen-
tials is easy with all the hidden features. Special 
the special forest knife attachment and forest

• PE-board and sponge back stabilizer 

• Link ergonomic shoulder straps for maximum 
comfort

• Forest knife attachment on the shoulder strap 

• Movable and detachable chest strap

• Detachable hipbelt webbing

• Zippered main opening 

• Robust front haul handle

• Hole webbings for numerous durable 
attachment points

• Zippered front pocket

• Front compartment for forest axe

• Hydration system compatible with specially 
developed bladder hook

• Semi-padded lap top sleeve 32 (height) x 27 
(width) x 3 cm (depth) 

SS FW 10 L

333 Dark Red • •
604 Forest Green • •
900 Black • •

Gnaur +10
Article number: 1242070

Size/weight: 10 L/320 g

Back length: 40 cm

Basic measurements: 40× 27 × 14 cm

Material: LP 300, 100% Polyester, bluesign® 
approved. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: LP 120, 
100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coating 
>1 000 mm. Product including DWR 100% FC-Free.

A simple, clean daypack with one main 
compartment and ergonomic shoulder straps. 
Made from bluesign® approved polyester, 
this pack can be added onto larger trekking 
backpacks or simply rolled and stuffed into a 
pack. Gnaur +10 is compatible as a chest pack 
and an excursion backpack on Lundhags Gnaur 
and Gneik backpacks, and many other large 
backpacks. The lack of features make this bag 
perfect for travelling when you need a small 
carry-on or a bag for all your valuables.

• Tuck away padded ergonomic shoulder straps

• Zippered main opening 

• Indestructible buckles made of aircraft 
aluminium

• Detachable sitting mat to be used on wet/
cold ground

• Glove-friendly zipper pullers

• Compatible as chest pack and as excursion 
backpack with Lundhags Gnaur, Gneik and 
with many others too

SS FW 28 L

333 Dark Red • •
900 Black • •

Kliiv 28
Article number: 1242030

Size/weight: 28 L/1 080 g

Back length: 45 cm

Basic measurements: 49 × 28 × 18 cm

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/OC 
(65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic).
PU-coating >1 500 mm. PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. 
PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product including DWR 
100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

• PE-board and sponge back stabilizer 

• Top puller adjustment

• Link ergonomic shoulder straps for maximum 
comfort

• Forest knife attachment on the shoulder 
strap

• Movable and detachable chest strap

• Cushioned hipbelt pillows for increased load 
comfort capacity 

• Detachable hipbelt

• Rolltop opening with dual guided fastening 
buckles 

• Robust front haul handle

• Hole webbings for numerous durable 
attachment points

• Zippered front pocket

• Front forest axe compartment 

• Concealable upper and lower trekking pole & 
ice axe attachment loops

• Wand pockets

Kliiv is a fully-featured daypack for advanced 
trekking, bushcraft or travelling. The many pockets 
and hidden features make carrying extremely easy. 
A special forest knife attachment, rolltop closure, a 
forest axe compartment, trekking pole and ice axe 
attachment loops make this pack very versatile. For 
use in the forest, on the mountain or on the road.
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SS FW 15 L

604 Forest Green

gear bag 5
Article number: 1256065

Size/weight: 5 L/160g

Basic measurements: 30 x 30 x 14 cm

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/OC 
(65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Product including DWR 100% 
FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

A shoulder bag that doubles as a storage 
bag for any kind of equipment. Perfect for 
wading shoes, dirty or extra clothes in your 
trekking pack. Helps you getting organized and 
simplifying your outdoor life.  

Minimum order of 3.

• Organizing and simplifying

• Doubles as a shoulder bag

SS FW 4 L

604 Forest Green

tool bag L
Article number: 1256066

Size/weight: 4 L/180 g

Basic measurements: 17,5 x 26 x 9 cm

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/OC 
(65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. 
PU-coating >1 000 mm.  
Product including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

An practical organizer for your trekking 
essentials like toiletries, kitchen gear or first 
aid kit. Protects your necessities when packed 
in your trekking pack. 
 
Minimum order of 3.

• To organize and protect your gear in your 
backpack/bag during your activity

• Many pockets for organizing 

SS FW 2,4L

604 Forest Green

tool bag M
Article number: 1256067

Size/weight: 2,4 L/150 g

Basic measurements: 16 x 21,5 x 7 cm

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/OC 
(65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. 
PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product including DWR 100% 
FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

An practical organizer for your trekking 
essentials like toiletries, kitchen gear or first 
aid kit. Protects your necessities when packed 
in your trekking pack. 
 
Minimum order of 3.

• To organize and protect your gear in your 
backpack/bag during your activity

• Many pockets for organizing 

SS FW 0,5 L

604 Forest Green

tool case
Article number: 1256068

Size/weight: 0,5 L/70 g 

Basic measurements: 15,5 x 23 x 15 cm

Material: Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/OC 
(65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Liner: LP 120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. 
PU-coating >1 000 mm. Product including DWR 100% 
FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

An handy and versatile case to organize 
and protect your essentials when trekking, 
travelling or in your everyday life.

Minimum order of 3.

• Handy and useful

• Zippered main compartment

SS FW 20 L

604 Forest Green

gear bag 20
Article number: 1256063

Size/weight: 20 L/280g

Basic measurements: 54 x 39 x 20 cm

Material:  Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/
OC (65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Product including DWR 100% 
FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

A shoulder bag that doubles as a storage 
bag for any kind of equipment. Perfect for 
wading shoes, dirty or extra clothes in your 
trekking pack. Helps you getting organized and 
simplifying your outdoor life.  

Minimum order of 3.

• Organizing and simplifying

• Doubles as a shoulder bag

SS FW 10 L

604 Forest Green

gear bag 10
Article number: 1256064

Size/weight: 10 L/220 g

Basic measurements: 47 x 31,5 x 17,5 cm 

Material:  Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/
OC (65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. Product including DWR 100% 
FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

A shoulder bag that doubles as a storage 
bag for any kind of equipment. Perfect for 
wading shoes, dirty or extra clothes in your 
trekking pack. Helps you getting organized and 
simplifying your outdoor life.  

Minimum order of 3.

• Organizing and simplifying

• Doubles as a shoulder bag

padded pouch
Article number: 1256069

Weight: 80 g

Basic measurements: 17 x 10,5 x 20 cm

Material:  Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix 436 RM/OC 
(65% Polyester – Recycled, 35% Cotton – Organic). 
PU-coating >1 500 mm. PU-coating >1 500 mm. Liner: 
LP 120, 100% Polyester, bluesign® approved. PU-coat-
ing >1 000 mm.  
Product including DWR 100% FC-Free.

Country of origin: Vietnam

An versatile padded pouch for your essentials 
like phone, cables, passport or credit cards. 
Organizing and protecting your necessity 
in and out of your backpack/bag and when 
travelling.

Minimum order of 3.

• Zippered main compartment

• Internal organizer with open pocket sleeves

• Padded for protection

SS FW

604 Forest Green

new accesories 2020
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CLOTHING 
LPC= Lundhags Polyester and Cotton 
mix
RM = RECYCLED MATERIAL
OC = ORGANIC COTTON
LN = LUNDHAGS NYLON

LPC RM/OC
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix with  Recycled 
Material and Organic Cotton. Water resistant 
when combined with TOKO DWR treatment. 
The fabric works well in light rain and is 
fast drying if wet due to heavy rain. Tightly 
woven twisted yarn in warp and weft is wind 
resistant and makes the material durable. 
The fabric construction provides good UV 
protection when used in strong sunlight. 

LPC 155 RM/OC
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix, Recycled 
Material, Organic Cotton.  
Composition: (65% Polyester – recycled, 
35% Cotton – organic). Weight: 155 g/m². 

LPC 181 RM/OC
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix, Recycled 
Material, Organic Cotton.  
Composition: (65% Polyester – recycled, 
35% Cotton – organic). Mechanical stretch. 
Weight: 181 g/m².

LPC 205 RM/OC
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix, Recycled 
Material, Organic Cotton.  
Composition: 65% Recycled Polyester, 
35% Organic Cotton. Weight: 205 g/m². 

LPC 155 RM/OC Wax
Lundhags Polyester Cotton mix with waxed 
surface, Recycled Material, Organic Cotton. 
Composition: 65% Recycled Polyester, 
35% Organic Cotton. Weight: 155 g/m².

LN-stretch 255 RM
Recycled softshell stretch, for freedom of 
movement. A very durable and hard-wearing 
material with very high tear strength. Wind 
and water repellent surface. A permanent 
elastic and durable material. LN-strech 255 
RM = Lundhags Nylon Stretch, Recycled 
Material. Composition: 90% Recycled Poly-
amide, 10% Polyurethane. Weight: 255 g/m². 

Lundhags WaterProof 168
100% Polyamide with Zethar  membrane and 
Polyester circular knit backing. 20 000 mm 
water column, 16 000 g/m²/24H. 
Weight: 168 g/m².

SCHOELLER® 
Double fabric construction with synthetic 
fibers on the outside and functional fibers 
on the inside for rapid moisture transport. 
A durable and hard-wearing material with 
high tear strength. Wind and water repellent 
surface. A permanent elastic and durable 
material. Composition:96% Polyamide 4%
Elastane, bluesign® approved)
Vikt: 202gr/m2.

POLYESTER Ripstop RM
A windproof, water repellent lightweight 
yet strong and durable fabric. Composi-
tion: 100% Recycled polyester.  
Weight: 53 g/m².

SCHOELLER® KEPROTEC® ECO
A fabric with an extremely high durability 
and tear strength. Used as reinforcement 

fabric on some of the garments in the 
collection. An extremely abrasion and tear 
resistant fabric with Kevlar® for top quality 
protection. Composition: 76% Polyamide, 
14% AR (Kevlar®), 10% PU, bluesign® 
 approved. Weight: 177 g/m².

MERINO WOOL mix
Soft, thin, naturally breathable and high 
quality Wool. Mulesing free. Provides a 
warming and cooling effect even when wet. 
Merino wool has an excellent warmth-to-
weight ratio and naturally controls odors 
without any added chemicals. 53% Wool-Me-
rino, mulesing free Wool, 44% Polyester, 
3% Elastan – Spandex. Micron number 18,5, 
280gr/m2

PRIMALOFT® ECO
PrimaLoft Black: 100% Recycled Polyester.  
PrimaLoft Gold: 30% Recycled Polyester. 

TENCEL®

Tencel® is a fiber made of cellulose from fast 
growing coppice. It provides the material 
with a soft and comfortable surface that 
cools and effectively transports moisture 
away from body. 

FLOUROCARBON FREE 
Flourocarbons are harmful to our envi-
ronment and living organisms. Lundhags 
strive to develop products friendly to our 
environment and aim for all our garments 
are 100% flouro carbon-free. 

PACKS & BAGS 

LPC RIPSTOP 231 RM/OC
Lundhags Polyester Cotton Mix with 
Recycled Material and Organic Cotton. The 
surface is water resistant when combined 
with TOKO DWR treatment and is waterproof 
thanks to a PU-coating. Durable and 
hardwearing canvas suitable for packs and 
bags. Composition: 65% Recycled Polyester, 
35% Organic Cotton. PU-coating >1 500 mm. 
Product, including DWR 100% FC-Free. 
Weight 231 g/m².

LP 300
Lundhags Polyester is a material that is 
highly resistant to destructive UV rays. Our 
300D Polyester fabric is coated with PU 
for added waterproofing. It is hardwearing 
and copes well with tough conditions. 
Composition: 100% Polyester, bluesign® 
approved (FC Free DWR). PU-coating 
>1 500 mm. Weight: 300 g/m². 

LP 120
Lundhags Polyester is a material that 
is highly resistant to destructive UV 
rays. Our 120D Polyester fabric is coated 
with PU for added waterproofing. It is 
hardwearing and copes well with tough 
conditions. Composition: 100% Polyester, 
bluesign® approved. PU-coating >1 000 mm. 
Weight: 120 g/m².

Material Guide

BOOTS 
Certech® Exp
Certech® Exp is Lundhags own shell con-
struction for the lower parts of the boots. 
A technology built-up in 3-layers. The outer 
layer is the durable, but light material Liba 
Smart, the midlayer uses Eva for insulation 
and shock absorption, and the inner layer 
is micro fiber, which lines the entire inner 
for best comfort. Together, the layers in 
Certech® Exp create a light and durable 
protection against everything that a pair of 
boots can be exposed to.

CERTECH®

Cellular Rubber Technology is the manufac-
turing technology behind Lundhags cellular 
rubber bottom. Cellular rubber is a yeast 
rubber with numerous micro air bubbles 
that provide a light and flexible waterproof 
material. To describe the differences in 
rubber, each version is numbered 2.0–5.0, 
with the highest number representing a 
more stable and insulating design. The same 
construction is available in both Regular 
and Opti lasts. The Ws versions have slightly 
softer soles and thinner insulation for a more 
customized flex.
 
Ariaprene
Ariaprene is a high performance synthetic 
rubber material. It is light, elastic, and 
closed-celled, meaning that our products 
gather less water and dry quicker. Ariaprene 
is also used for its insulating and shock 
absorbing properties, and it is free from 
harmful chemicals.

Liba Smart
Liba Smart is made of Expanded TPU (ther-
moplastic polyuretan). A material which 
out performs rubber in most tests. A light, 
hard wearing protection that is waterproof, 
flexible and 100% recyclable. Liba Smart is 
UV- and ozone-resistant.

iNSOLE
The insole is built from a 3 mm fiber 
 material and has a built-in steel shank. 
Our strongest models use Texon T70, a 
 fiber material with a polymer core for 
 stability and torsional rigidity.

EVA ISOLATION
An extra layer of EVA with a hardness of 35 
ShA is used to improve cushioning and re-
sistance to the cold. The thickness together 
with the insole effects the flex of the boot. 
Thickness of 4 or 6 mm.

CLARIno® MICROFIBER
Polyurethane/Polyamide microfibers provide 
a light, flexible material with great dura-
bility. It is used as a lining material in both 
Certech® constructions and 3-layer shafts in 
the most exposed places.  
Thickness 1.0 mm or 1.4 mm.

VIBRAM® TRACTION SOLE
Our outer soles are made of Vibram®, built 
with EVA to provide cushioning and a rolling 
step. The traction pattern is exclusive for 
Lundhags’ boots. Available in Megagript 
compound for grip and durability.

lundhags commando SOLE
Our new development, a classical rough 
patterned sole with a medium soft rubber 
compound that provides grip and durability.

Vibram® curcuma
Self cleaning track pattern outsole with 
Tront rubber compound and toe protection. 
25% lighter thanks to faceted mould.

FULL GRAIN LEATHER
Full grain leather uses the best parts of the 
hide. Nubuck is a full grain leather that has 
been gently brushed to give the surface a 
different character. The Nubuck surface 
breathes better and is easier to re-impreg-
nate. The leather is impregnated directly at 
the tannery and no fluorocarbons are used 
in the process, which takes place in a closed 
system. Thicknesses of 2.0–2.2 mm.

TPU TOECAP
The developed TPU toecap forms a strong 
attachment of the sole to the shoe by distri-
buting forces over a larger area.  
The TPU toecap also protects against wear 
and extends the life of the shoe.

PERWANGER® SPLIT LEATHER
A finer split leather from cow that is ro-
bust, has excellent breathability, is water 
repellent and hardwearing. Thicknesses of 
1.8–2.0 mm.

NEOPRENE
Neoprene is used in our 3-layer shafts for 
stability without absorbing moisture. The 
material spreads impacts and protects the 
foot from sharp objects. Used in different 
layers depending on the desired effect. 
Thickness of 4 mm.

HEEL FIT CONTROL
An extra cushion that covers the seam 
between the bottom and shaft to provide an 
improved heel grip and stability.

RINGS AND HOOKS
Our rings/hooks and rivets are manufactured 
from iron or copper/iron alloys for maximum 
resistance. We use a nickel-free, high resi-
stance treatment to provide additional 
protection against corrosion.

CAMBRELLE®

100% Polyamide produces a lining material 
with a high level of wear resistance and 
moisture absorption. Weight: 150 g/m².

FELT
The felt in the foot beds and inner boot 
consists of 70% Wool and 30% Polyester. 
Thickness of 3 or 5 mm.

Aerogel
Aerogel is an innovative insulation material 
that we use inside our warmest shell boot, 
the Skare Expedition. Millions of air pockets 
form a thermal blockade, locking out the 
cold and keeping the warmth inside, thus 
making it a fantastic insulator. PrimaLoft® 
Gold Insulation Aerogel retains an average 
of 96% of its original thermal performance 
when used by active feet, which is perfect 
for our insoles.

Vibram Mottarone – Arctic grip
Vibam Mottarone is our winter outsole. Our 
grip lugs use an innovative technology called 
Arctic grip, which is specifically engineered 
to perform on ice, giving you excellent trac-
tion in winter conditions. The toe has a pro-
tective bumper and the heel is undercut to 
improve downhill braking. The self cleaning 
rubber bottom has a great mix lightweight 
and durability and is made from an Icetrek 
rubber compound, providing excellent per-
formance in very low temperatures.



www.lundhags.se


